The source coding theorem and its converse imply that the optimal performance theoretically achievable by a Axed-or variable-rate block quantizer on a stationary ergodic source equals the distortion-rate function. While a Axed-rate block code cannot achieve arbitrarily closely the distortionrate function on an arbitrary stationary nonergodic source, we show for the case of Polish alphabets that a variable-rate block code can. We also show that the distortion-rate function of a stationary nonergodic source has a decomposition as the average over points of equal slope on the distortion-rate functions of the source's stationary ergodic components. These results extend earlier Anite alphabet results.
I . INTRODUCTION
In [l] , Shields et al. show that for any stationary nonergodic finite alphabet source, the distortion-rate function D(R) equals the infimum of the average of the distortion-rate functions of the source's stationary ergodic components, where the average is taken over points on the component distortion-rate functions whose rates average to at most R. The achievability of this bound by variable-rate block codes is shown in [Z].
We extend these variable rate quantization results from finite alphabets to complete separable metric spaces, or Polish alphabets. We employ a simplified variable-rate and variabledistortion using a Lagrangian formulation. 
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